Joby JB01258
UltraFit Sling
Strap for
Women -Black
The charcoal Sling Strap For Women from Joby
provides a safe and rapid way to carry and use your
DSLR, CSC compact system camera or super zoom
camera. The UltraFit is designed for immediate access
to your camera by providing a smooth glide up to eye
level.The strap locks in the rear for added security when
moving around or in crowded places. Key Features SCurve Shaped Pad for Comfort A curved pad prevents
the strap cutting uncomfortably across your chest
Quick-Draw Design The strap provides rapid access to
your camera with a smooth glide up to eye level UltraFit
Layered Pad Technology Distributes weight evenly for
better support, comfort; combines four fabrics to create
a strap pad that is lightweight and still evenly distributes
the weight of a DSLR or CSC (compact system camera)
Pivot Ring for Comfort Sliding ring that allows you to
conform the strap to your body's shape SpeedCinch
System Keeps the camera close to your body;
eliminates bouncing, swinging or drops Security Lock
This allows you to secure the strap in cinched mode to
prevent slippage or when you're walking through a
crowd Heat Press Binding Technique Eliminates loose
threads or abrasive points on the strap HighPerformance Webbing Soft-edged webbing conforms to
your body's shape so you can wear the strap in a
position that is most comfortable; assures a smooth
glide when you need to shoot. Ball Bearing for Mobility
and Stability Interior ball bearing inside the 1/4"-20
attachment allows your camera to spin and rotate
without unscrewing it from the strap; 1/4"-20 attachment
easily connects to your camera's tripod socket. *image
are for illustration purposes only

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

SLIK
JB01258
Camera Accessories

Dimensions

Weight (kg)
Product Height
(cm)
Product Width
(cm)

0.088
4cm

Product Depth
(cm)

0.8cm

162cm
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